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Translation of Ana Jotta's original "Folha de sala":
What is the thing that the more we remove from it the bigger it gets? The well, el pou, o po�o, le puit.
The title has also been removed to add it to the missing works. AII the rest, which is much, is "editing life".
Yours, or maybe not, J.

Throughout the last three decades, Ana Jotta (Lisbon, 1946) has been building a singular body of work that has
granted her an increasingly international attention. Paradoxically, part of that singularity comes from her complete
disregard for sorne of the most widespread "rules" of artistic practice. Ana Jotta has no intent on establishing a
coherent, recognizable style, nor does her work circumscribe itself to one single medium. She has paid as much
attention to painting as she has done to sculpture, she has delved into drawing and experimented with embroidery.
However diverse and equally important, none of these activities has had so much attention from the artist as that which
focuses on what we usually call the "found object".
For her second show at ProjecteSD, Ana Jotta has avoided any title. As she writes in her own "folha de sala" (see
verso): The title has a/so been removed to add it to the missing works. Al/ the rest, which is much, is "editing life".
The exhibition is a quite straightforward display of a few new works. O pot;o (The well) is a large blanket on which Jotta
draws a couple of motifs embroidered on the handmade textile. A set of works on paper, part of her ongoing project,
Plastificados (Plastified) is presented in display stands. This is an open series in Jotta's body of work. Conceived by
the artist as a visual equivalent of footnotes or quotes in a visual diary of sorts, they trace, sketch, record, and play with
words, signs, colors and ideas. A new bronze sculpture casted from a real tree branch which happens to be shaped in
the form of a "J". This is one more of the iconic "J's" by Ana Jotta, an ongoing collection of "objets trouvés", often
manipulated, made of the most diverse material and nature, always in the form of the letter J, Ana's last name initial.
These series of works can be read then as a form of signature work, but also, Jotta's obsession with the repetition of
her own name is undoubtedly a form of mockery of originality in the question of authorship.
Two earlier works, a white bag hanging with the silkscreened text Que sais je? and another textile work, where again,
a sentence, Portuguese handicraft, embroidered on a colourful kitchen cloth, are inserted into the exhibition, along
with a glass cover that encloses an illustrated page from a children’s story book.
Last but not least, the exhibition is completed with various mural works. Jotta draws on sorne of the gallery walls and
hidden corners, scenes and details from George Herriman's cartoon character Krazy Kat. In Jotta's rich universe the
animal figure has been a constant reference, that she takes from cartoons, outsider art or children illustration books,
a clear sign of her will to pay attention to cultural fields considered minar.
As Joao Fernandes wrote in 2005(*): "There is a playful principie that Ana Jotta uses in arder to destabilise any type
of frontier or limit between art and life. «lf it is possible to appropriate everything as art, then we should do so».
Freed of grandiloquent manifestos or attitudes, but rather through the subversion of small daily gestures, Jotta's
work is a constant irreverence towards certainties and routines."
(*) Joao Fernandes. The House ofAna. In Rua Ana Jotta, Fundac;:ao Serralves, 2005
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